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Trigonometric parallax

over a year, star will appear 
to change position on the sky

orbit of Earth around Sun 
(ecliptic plane)

small angle approx.

the parsec (pc) unit



trigonometric parallax is 
limited to relatively nearby 
stars — extremely small 

parallaxes are not 
measurable

Nearby stars

nearest star to Sun is 
α Cen at d=1.34 pc

most stars visible to 
naked eye within 100 pc



Proper motion
on top of apparent parallax motion during a year, there is 

physical proper motion due to 3D velocity in space (mas/yr)

very distant objects (e.g., quasars) are effectively fixed on the sky: used to define 
reference frames w.r.t. which parallaxes and proper motions are measured



Gaia 2013- 
~1 billion stars

Hipparcos 1989-1993 
~2.5 million stars

Astrometric missions
Primary goal is to measure trigonometric parallaxes and proper motions 
of large samples of stars — the basis for much of astrophysics (e.g., 
calibrate our understanding of the intrinsic luminosity of stars, map 
Galactic structure, …)



Gaia vs. Hipparcos survey volumes



Parallax as a rung of the cosmic distance ladder



Binary stars

Visual: each member is 
individually resolved and may 
be seen orbiting their COM 
(large separation)

Astrometric: observe periodic 
motion of one binary 
component but companion 
unseen (too faint) 

first detected as astrometric binary, now 
considered a visual binary (Sirius B is faint WD)



Binary stars (continued)
Eclipsing: orbital plane 
inclined enough (i.e., close to 
edge on) that each member 
periodically eclipses the other 

depth of dips → relative R & I 
of stars

Spectroscopic: spatially 
unresolved pair revealed as 
binary by its spectrum 

E.g.: 1) superposition of two 
types of stars 

2) oscillating absorption lines 
due to Doppler, Δλ/λ≃v/c



Inferring physical parameters using binaries: 
review of Kepler 2-body problem
Two masses orbit common COM in elliptical trajectories 
Simplify to circular case (general elliptical case similar but more math)

face on, i=0 inclination angle i, 
relative to LOS



Kepler 2-body problem: basic results

Maximum separation

Orbital angular frequency ω. 
Kepler’s 3rd law:

⟹



Mass measurement using Kepler’s 3rd law: 
simplest case M1≪M2

⟹

⟹



Mass measurement using Kepler’s 3rd law: 
general case M1~M2

Need additional constraints:

- For visual binary

- If can measure d (e.g., parallax), get

- Kepler 3rd then gives (for known ω)

⟹ enough to solve for M1, M2 individually



Physical parameters of spectroscopic binaries 1

Not spatially resolved (so don’t know a, r1, r2) but measure Doppler effect 
(velocity) along LOS:

COM def.

⟹



Physical parameters of spectroscopic binaries 2

Kepler’s 3rd law can be rewritten (using previous relations b/w a, r1, r2, M1, 
M2, …):

⟹ doubled-lined spectroscopic binaries (in which both v1obs and v2obs 
are measured) in general give masses up to unknown sin i factor

If eclipsing, sin i ~ 1 and M1 and M2 can be individually determined 
without ambiguity.



Physical parameters of spectroscopic binaries 3

In single-lined spectroscopic binary (v1obs measured but v2obs unknown, 
e.g. too faint) 

1 eq., 3 unknowns (M1, M2, i) — cannot uniquely solve

If we know M2≪M1 (e.g., planet orbiting a star),

For a star primary, can estimate M1 from spectral type



Radial velocity & transit methods for exoplanets
If planet transits, sin i~1 so we 
can measure planet mass 
M2=Mp

Transiting exoplanet HD209458

For transiting planets, 
can also measure 
planetary radius rp 
from the transit light 
curve:

Note: need to 
understand stellar 
physics to get M✻ and 
r✻ from its spectrum!



Kepler transit mission (2009-) Various ground-based telescopes 
(here, Keck) for radial velocity

Some key exoplanet discovery instruments



Batalha 14

Overview of known exoplanets

3,607 exoplanets in 2,701 exoplanetary systems known as of 3/1/17

Non-Kepler discoveries Including Kepler discoveries


